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Abstract: We introduce a method for rule termination analysis within active
databases by using evolution graphs which simulating rule
processing statically and considering both rule activation and
deactivation. The evolution graph provides a more detailed
analysis than activation and deactivation graphs. We propose a
modification for a previous algorithm that can detect some cases
of non-termination. This modification can detect more cases by
selecting next rule for execution when more than one rule is ready
to run regardless to the priority which is the main factor in the
previous algorithm. A new selection algorithm can detect more
cases that can be terminated that can not be detected by the
previous algorithm.

1.

INTRODUCTION

An active database system is a DBMS endowed with active rules. An
active rule consists of three parts: the event part, which specifies a list of
events, the condition part, which is a query on the database, and the action
part, which generally consists of one or more updates or queries on the
database [1. Rules in active database systems can be very difficult to
program, due to the unstructured and unpredictable nature of rule processing.
There are a lot of static analysis techniques for predicting useful properties for
active rule sets. During rule processing, rules can interact in complex and
sometimes unpredictable ways: they may trigger and "untrigger" each other,
and the intermediate and final states of the database can depend upon which

rules are triggered and executed in which order. Active rule analysis is aimed
at defining compile-time techniques that allow a rule designer to predict in
advance important aspects of rule behavior such as termination of rule
execution. These techniques are used to statically analyze a set ofrules before
installing them in the database. Thus, static rule analysis can provide a
fundamental building block for both a design methodology and programming
environment for the development of active rule application. There are static
methods using only some of the active rules properties like starburst, which
use only the triggering property, and chimera, in which triggering and
activation are considered. In this algorithm we use all the properties of the
active rules triggering, activation, and deactivation. The remainder of this

paper is organized as follows. tn section 2, some of the related work which
are concerning to the non-termination problem. In section 3, basic concepts
for understanding selection algorithm is explained. In section 4, we introduce
selection algorithm and an example to explain the selection algorithm and
applying it and compare with the algorithm in [21. Finally, in section 5, we
draw some conclusions.

2.

RELATED WORK

Several methods have been proposed to perform compile-time
termination analysis. Many techniques such as [3, 4, and 51 are based on
building a triggering graph by considering the type of triggenrng events and of
events generated by the execution of rule actions. Nontermination may occur
if the graph contains cycles. Other techniques [6, 3, and 71 rely mostly on the
semantic information contained in the rule condition and actions, using which
an Activation Graph is built. Cycles are then searched for in this graph. A
synthesis of the two techniques is proposed in [41 which allow the discarding
of some 'false" cycles that are detected by the former methods. Termination
analysis based on triggering and activation graphs is discussed later. When a
ordering is defined on a rule set, the analysis technique may be improved by
[4, 8] as described later.

3.

BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section we will define some of important basics to describe the
evolution graphs and abstract states which are main parts in our algorithm.

3.1 Graphs

We consider three different relations among active rules. Let r, and r. be
two rules then:
*r triggers rj, if one ofthe r, 's actions has the corresponding event in rj;
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* ri activates

ri , if the possible execution of the ri 's actions makes r, 's

condition true;

* r, deactivates r,, if the possible execution of the ri 's actions makes r, 's

condition false.

These relations can be described with three directed graphs denoted as
Triggering Graph (TG), Activation Graph (AG) and Deactivation Graph
(DG), respectively. Nodes represent rules and arcs stand for the specific
relations among rules.

3.2 Abstract State

Now we introduce the notion of rule abstract state describing rule
characteristics, such as whether the rule is triggered, activated or deactivated
or relevant combinations of these relations. We only want to determinate a
way to characterize a rule in a certain possible execution point. In this way we
can establish the relevant abstract computational states with respect to
terminatiop. Let as be a function that for each rule describes its abstract state.
Every rule r, of an active program can be in one of the four following abstract
states as(ri):
* as(ri) = s, denotes that r, is triggered and activated;
* as(r, ) = s', denotes that ri is triggered and deactivated;
* as(r,) s'a, denotes that ri i is activated and not triggered;
* as(r,) =S, denotes that r, is deactivated and not triggered.
An abstract state can be changed by update execution (i.e. rule action or
user update operation). We can calculate the new configuration of r, according
to the following rules [9, 131:
* if as(r,)= sa, and r, deactivates r, then as(r,) will be = s5" .
* if as(r,)= sa, and r, triggers r, then as(r,) will be = si .
* if as(rj)= s', and rj triggers r, then as(r,) will be = s', .
* if as(r,)= sn, and r1 activates r, then as(r,) will be = si .
* if r, activates or triggers a rule r, E ARk such that s(r, )o S,, then we
assume that as(ri) - sa,. as(r,) is updated as above described and inserted
in SI.

3.3 Evolution Graph

In order to introduce the EG it is necessary to define two subsets of the
active rules set forming P(P is an active program). Let C, be a cycle in P. Let
AR, c (P\C,) and DR, c (P\C,) are two subsets of Ps rules that are not part of
the cycle C,. The rules in AR, (Activation Rules) have no action A such that
the execution of A deactivates a rule of C,. That is, there is no arc in DG
between any rule of AR, and any rule of C,. On the contrary rules in DR,
(Deactivation Rules) have an action A such that the execution of A
deactivates at least a rule of C,. That is to say there is at least an arc in DG
between each rule of DR, and at least a rule of C,. Now we define the EG
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which allows us to graphically visualize the cycle execution. We start with the
definition of two sets. Let P be an active program and S be an abstract states
set such that S cas(C1 uAR, u DR). Let R be a subset of P: R is the rule set
for which the simulated execution is postponed when more than one rule is
eligible for execution that is when more than one rule can be executed. R is
empty whenever there is only one rule at a time that is eligible for execution
(i.e. is triggered and activated). Together S and R will form a node of the
Evolution Graph as shown below.
Definition of Evolution Graph:
Let P be an active program and let C, c P be a cycle. The Evolution
Graph (EG) is a direct labeled graph <N, D, 1D > where N is the set of nodes,
D the set ofarcs and (D the labeling function. Each node N, E N is a pair: Ni
<S, R> where S and R are defined above.
An arc from node N, to node NH,± of an EG, specifies the abstract state
changes operated by the execution of the triggered and activated rule of Ni.
Each arc is labeled through D with the rule for which we simulate the
execution statically.
For each cycle C,, a number n, of EG has to be generated where n, is the
number of rules for cycle C,. This is due by the fact that we do not know from
which rule of the cycle the execution may start. So we must consider in our
simulation all possible cases. Therefore the starting node of an EG is just
composed by the abstract states of C,'s rules, where one rule alone is triggered
and activated while the others are only activated. This is the worst case.
Subsequent triggering may cause non-terminating execution of the cycle. A
rule can not be activated and deactivated at the same time from the same rule,
because we examine only the final effect of the execution about the rule
action part.

4.

OUR APPROACH

In this section we will explain the Selection Algorithm that used in the
termination analysis of the rules set.
Selection Algorithm:
- Create the TG of P: if there are not any cycles in TG, then termination
is assured based on the results of [ I I].
- If there are cycles in TG, then it is necessary to create both the AG
and DG to exploit further information contained in the active rules.
Assume that C,, ... , C.,} are the TG's cycles in P. Let n, denotes the
fiumber of rules involved in cycle Ci. At this point for each C, we
create n, Evolution Graphs (EG), one for each rule in the cycle C*.
- If there are more than one rule eligible for execution (activated and
triggered) then select one of these rules according to:
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o The rule that will trigger a smaller number of rules according to
TG.
o If there is a number of rules that will trigger equal number of
rules in TG, select one that activates small number of rules
according to AG.
o If there is a number of rules that will activate equal number of
rules, select one that deactivates large na-mber of rules according
to DG.
- The creation of EGs ended when the new node is obtained before
(cyclic) or there are not any rules eligible for execution.
- If all EGs are ac,clic, then the execution of P will terminate;
otherwise rules set may be non-termninated.

Now we try to explain our Selection Algorithm through a number of
examples. First we consider a simple rule language taken from Starburst o10].
The syntax to define a rule is:
* create.rule name on table
* when triggering operation
* [if condition]
* then action
* [precedes rules-list]
* [follows rules-list]
To simplify the example we consider as actions numerical values
assignments (ust 0 and 1) to the database table attributes, implemented with
the set command.

Example 1:
Consider a simple database schema with three tables: R(A.B.C,D)
S(E,F,G) T(H, I, L, M). The rules are defined in rules set 1. The relations
among rules are three: Triggering, Activation and Deactivation. Detect the
termination property for that rules set.
By applying first step in Selection Algorithm we obtain figure I which
has a cycle {r1, r5}; it means the termination can not be assured. So it is
necessary to draw both AG and DG as in figures 2, 3.
create rule r, on R
when update (D)
if (T.l= )
then update T
set G-l
set M= I
update S
set E=1

create rule r2 on S
when update (E)

if(S.F=I)

then update T
set I=I
update S
set G=O
precedes rt r. r4 r5
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create rule r3 on R
when update (D)
if (T.H=I)
then update T
set L=1
set 1=0
update S
set E=1

follows r1, rs
precedes r2 ,r4

follows r2 ,r3 , r4, r5

create rule r5 on T

create rule r4 on R
when update (C)
if (T.L=I)
then update R
set L=O
update S
set G=O
precedes r1 , r3, r5
follows r2

when update (M)
if (S.G=I)
then update S
set F= I
update R
set D11
set C=l

precedes r1
follows r2 r3 ON
Rules Set 1

Figure 1. TG of the Rules set I

Figure 2. AG of the Rules Set I

Figure 3. DG of the Rules Set I
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Now we will draw the EG for each rule in the cycle, in this example we
have two EGs. Figure 4a simulates the execution ofthe rule ri.
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Figure 4. EG Starting from r1 by Applying Selection Algorithm

Figure 4b has two rules that are ready for running (r2,r5). By applying
step 3a of the selection algorithm, r2 is selected for execution and rule r5 is
postponed. Figure 4c is a final state because there are not any rules eligible for
execution. So, we can say that EG are acyclic and the termination is

guaranteed.

Let's try to apply the algorithm in [2] on the same example. In [2]
execution of rules depends on the priority of the execution so, rule r5 run
before r2 where r5 has priority higher than r2 as in figure Sb.
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Figure 5. EG Starting from r, Applying Algorithm in [21

Similarly rules r1, r2, r3 and r4 are ready for run as in figure Sc but
according to priority r1 ru first. EG in figure Se is obtained previously so this
lead to cyclic situation and the termination property can not be guaranteed.
Now we will apply our selection algorithm starting from rule r5.
Termination is guaranteed in our algorithm as depicted in figure 6d where it is
a final state but termination in the other algorithm [2] is not guaranteed as
shown in figure 7d where this state is obtained before.
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For more explaining of our approach, let's take another example.
Example 2:
Let the Triggering Graph, Activation Graph and Deactivation Graph of
a rule set explained by the figures 8, 9 and 10.

Graph of Example 2
Figure 8. Triggering r2®

Figure 9. Activation Graph of Example 2
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0K
Figure 10. Deactivation Graph of Example 2

It is clear that there is a cycle cl= {r,, r2, r3} there may be a
nontermination problem. We will apply the algorithm in [21 (apply rules by
their priorities) the result is shown in figure 11.
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Figure I1. EG for Rules in Example 2 Applying Algorithm in [21

Although the termination is guaranteed in figure I la, it is not
guaranteed in figures I Ib, 1 Ic. The last node in figures 1 lb, I Ic is obtained
before and this will lead to a cyclic state. So we can not assure that the rule set
will terminate.
Figure 12 shows the states of the EG when the selection algorithm is
applied. Figure 12a gives similar state as in figure I la. But figures 12b and
12c give EGs that assure termination.
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Figure 12. EG for Rules in Example 2 by Applying Selection Algorithm

From figure 12 the rules in the EG for rules are acyclic it means that the
rules set of example 2 are terminated. This result can not be reached by
applying algorithm in [2]. We can point out from the results obtained from
applying selection algorithm to examples I and 2 that our selection algorithm
can detect states more than ofthe algorithm in [2].
It is important to point out that assuming known the relation among
rules our method can be applied in other context with different rule languages
considering object manipulation, external events, methods invocation etc. So
even for rules defined in [121, it is possible to use this algorithm to determine
the execution termination of a rules set. A closer comparison, however, is not
possible due to the difference of rule languages involved in such different
database systems.

5.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a Selection Algorithm for static rule termination
analysis. This method can be applied to existing active rule languages without
particular restrictions. It is based both on the notion of abstract state and
evolution graph which encodes the simulated execution of triggering,
activation and deactivation relations among rules. We have shown that we can
capture a large class of terminating rules because of the use of deactivation
relations, We have also presented an algorithm to check terminations. This
algorithm has a good modification in algorithm presented in [2] and that leads
to know a large number of cases that can be terminated which can not be
captured by algorithm in [21.
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